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And well dear Friends, I am extremely glad to find you and to see there are some here that I
know, either because they transmit me, they understand me and receive me or because they
met me when incarnated. I transmit you all my blessings on this day, as you already know,
where the Elders are gathered. You received some messeges, so I am pleased to be with you to
see if you have some questions, if you internally wonder about things that seem important to
you in order to understand and live them. Then without more delay we are going to listen to
your questions. In any case from now on, I thank all those who listen to me, those who receive
me and some of you who re-transmit in a way as faithful as possible what I give you during this
period. Then, take the word.
What is the role of the Galactic Melquizedec?
The galactic Melquizedec is an expression. Perhaps, if you have followed the drama that exists
inside every solar system shut up by the Archontic forces, we have found a kind of strategy in
order to restore the Freedom within these systems that had been locked up. Those of you who
had the occasion to read what the Intraterrestrials transmitted (it was announced many years
ago) about the functioning of 24 units of consciousness in one unified consciousness. Why 24? I
am not going to return to this point but we will simply say they are 24 consciousnesses who
transmit and canalize also their own expression, allowing at the same time to recreate one unit
of functional consciousness. In these assemblies of the Elders it corresponds especially to a
dissolution of the mentioned expressions in a single form because (and this was often said) what
is exactly maintained, is not our person but a carrying individuality of our essence in order to
reunite the four Elements and a fifth Element which is the Ether. That is to say to facilitate the
liberation, if I can say, of the enclosure.
The galactic Melquizedec are only the set of 24 consciousnesses who have been employed in a
system or another (or that will be employed in those systems still to liberate) in order to create
somehow what Christ had said, that is to say the Royalty of Christ. In order to establish the Unity
in the diversity. It means to restore the truth of Love, to restore a consciousness who is no
longer fragmented or separated. This is realized in a double movement which is simultaneously
a transmission movement, I would say, of the individual expression of the 24 Elders into a
common container creating therefore an energy of 24 facets similar to a diamond or a prism. It

is the best way of reconstructing (I would say) a key which allows to restore the Royalty for this
assembly but also for all of you on this Earth in this moment, this is your Freedom as Christ and
other participants have expressed it tonight. You have prepared since long time ago and if you
have been attentive to what has been given in some way from the beginning of this November,
you have noted there is an extremely and vibrant call to show, to make concrete this principle of
Christ where you are, a principle which is Love and who makes you find as Christ said: "my
Father and I are One". Therefore if you also say "I and Christ are One" then you fuse again with
what you Are in Unity and in Truth maybe in a more important and bigger way. That is to say
since this moment and the following moments, you are going somehow, to incorporate, to
reunite everything.
For this reason we have spoken about grouping also, about meeting, because perhaps you have
certainly checked when you are two and are not in the superficiality of an exchange: what is
happening then? Your vibrations, in particular through the new frequencies of the new bodies,
the radiant Crown of the Heart, sometimes also through the Wave of Life, sometimes is the
Kundalini, sometimes the radiant Crown of the head, they start to Vibrate in tune without doing
anything, without any will and without any projection, simply because you are gathered
together in Silence, in this Dance and in this Evidence, representing the unification of the whole
of consciousnesses. This begins by concentric circles, like the stone that one throws in the water
and creates a propagation in successive waves.
So the galactic Melquizedec are joined somehow within the Melquizedec who are working now
(from the first descents of the Holy Spirit and just later) to carry out what we have done all
together during these years. Now there is in fact the imminent reinstatement of your
consciousness in the Unlimitedness (in any case in your Vibration, in your election to continue
your experiences). This is exactly what takes place now, I would say, in another octave. This is
not limited to 24 Elders, to 7 or 12 Archangels, to 12 Stars any more. Maybe you already note it
in your body during some experiences, since everything that constitutes your consciousness and
the whole of cells within your body are supporting now this Unitary Vibration. It is perhaps this
what you perceive in different ways, whether it is in your alignments or in the moments where
Christ is present, where Maria is present, where the Marial Channel is full of a presence in your
Heart. This is exactly the sense of this harmonic and unitary convergence between an assembly
of 24 Elders from here, your assembly on the Earth and also other consciousnesses of other
locked up solar systems.
They are those 24 Elders who have played this role, even if today the systems were liberated
long time ago by them and therefore they have vanished in the sense of a unified consciousness
and have reached each one his vibration, his stellar Residence, his Residence of Eternity or the
Absoluteness, you are who decide. But there is really an increasingly convergence phenomenon.
This convergence -illustrated by the Elders- takes place in all the levels of your cells, of your
fragmented or unitary consciousnesses, entirely in the solar system. It is a resynchronization, a
realignment causing this famous Swing we have been talking about for a long time. This is.
Another question?

What is the function of the Etheric Wings deployment?
For what do the wings serve? To dig or to fly? A wing for definition serves to fly, to move not
only in the space or in the air but also and especially in the illusions of the temporary lines in
order of provoking a convergence there as well. Then, of course (as it has been already said I
think since more than one week ago, ten days ago), I am not going to develop all the vibratory
circuits that you perceive through the Marial Channel, through the Doors called UNITY and AL,
through the points Ki-Ris-Ti and the Vibrations you feel on the Ki-Ris-Ti point of the back linked
in resonance with certain Stars. All this converges towards this reunification of the
consciousness.
The etheric Wings are a way of displacing the consciousness and not only this body of course,
you do not need to make it fly, eh, you are not like a bird. You fly, in your consciousness across
the ultra temporality, using your Light Body but also for those whose reality is perhaps, to be
established in the Absoluteness more easily. But as others have told you -if I take for example
our friend BIDI since more than one year ago- the Vibratory manifestations are, whatever they
are, the witnesses of this convergence and this reunification.
But when you are gathered, when you are in total transparence, in nakedness as Christ told you
all the time, then in this moment all these circuits are melted in the Silence, in the immobile
Dance of the one who is held in the Center. And there you cross somehow, this helps you to
cross the Last Passage, that is to say the last Door which I remind you has been prepared since
more than thirty years ago (or almost). Therefore the cycle of thirty years that is reached now
sees really the completion of this work according to the Archangel Jofiel´s affirmations many
years ago: you have fully entered in the Work in White, that is to say in the culmination of an
alchemic process corresponding simultaneously to the experiences of the body and the
consciousness but also the experiences of the Sun and the solar system. Therefore, the etheric
Wings are done to fly but not to fly with this body even if some beings have done it, like for
example the Pio Father or Santa Teresa of Avila. But all this, as BIDI would say, belongs to the
theater and the movies. The purpose is not that of course. It is to find all the temporary and
spatial dimensions, what we have called the multidimensionality which is our natural state.
Another question.
And I pinpoint as well. While there was Christ as a movement of Love -and you find the same
between our Oriental Brothers who expressed it through different Channels or their experiences
during the twentieth century with the Light Body or as the Absoluteness on the other hand- we
have told you innumerable times we are inside you. So if we are inside you and the entire world
is within you, why do you exclude something or someone of the world? Why would you remove
anything from Love? Love is inclusive. Love is not personal, even if you have a personal problem
with someone receive it within you. Christ, during his passage on the Earth, he has hunted the
demons. He put them into the animals but he has never condemned them if this is not the case
of the temple merchants (those who were lodging something not luminous). He has simply

transposed in other places but he hasn´t destroyed anything in the eternal soul, in the Spirit. On
the contrary he has liberated the Spirit.
And if you receive within yourselves the worst things (according to the personality) of a bad boy,
what are you going to do? Of course, if you are in the ego you will suffer. But if you have
opened, only just a bit the door of your Heart, what is going to happen? You will find something
linked to a personality which expresses certain sufferings inside of you. Therefore you are going
to transmute it, not you as a person but within your heart. And today the principle of the
communions, the fusions, the dissolutions, the meeting of the monadic couples, etc... they are
only invitations to the Unity. You cannot say you are in Unity and at the same time spending
your time seeing the good and evil. This is very important like when you learn in the school the
distinction between something and another thing. One might call this a discrimination. If you are
more positive you call it a discernment. But since the moment you discern, joining completely
everything within your Heart, the good and evil, what is happening then? Of course you close
your heart like if you were putting a knife in the Heart of this person.
Then, if you are further away and if you have found Maria, if you have found a Star, the Elders,
an Archangel, if your Radiant Crowns are opened, these are the transmutation elements. Yours,
of course, of your own elevation, if I can say, but also the occasion to receive communion and to
manifest the Grace. Because if you rest in the good and evil, you rest in the Illusion. You
entertain the figments. When I was incarnated of course I hunted the demons. Of course many
times I move away the human beings because they were a little exhausting. But never, never,
when I was hunting some demons -like Jesus did with the merchants of the temple- I expressed
the least negative thought towards these beings. I received them in my Heart saying they were
liberated but they cannot see it. Today it is up to you to experience it.
Understand well that your worst enemy at the level of the personality is inscribed also within
you. And the Love-Christ, the Christ-King who maybe comes to caress you, to touch you, to
embrace you or Maria, they are manifesting within you and do not say another thing than that.
It´s the deviation of the Churches which has perpetuated somehow this illusion of combat. The
combat of the Light is not a combat, it is an integration, it is a discovery, it is to illuminate. It is
not to reject. You can drive back the personality, especially of that one who has done something
not agreeable, but in the deepest of your Heart is not necessary to confuse the action of the
personality and the action of the Heart. They are not necessarily things that go in the same
sense. Above all the most important thing is not to say "I love you" and send a knife to the
Heart. The most important is Christ, even if you say your four truths to them, this only concerns
the person who has a history like you. But beyond that: what is there within this Heart? The
same than in you: Christ.
Therefore, today you are, perhaps more than ever, confronted to your own challenges. But it´s
not a punishment nor anything. It is only just to be aware of this reality. I do not ask for sending
love to that one who wants to punch your face. Punch the face, of course symbolically. But
above all love him because he is yourself. It is easy to speak about Unity but you must practice

it. The communions between you or with us or with another consciousnesses whether it is with
a tree -as our friend SNOW knew it-, either with the Sun, with a comet or with what you want,
they have only one, I would say, an ambition which is not an ambition, that is only one truth: to
discover the reality of the Unity. Not only the Unity within your Being, your Unity, this Unity
where others don´t exist there. Because the others do not exist as you do not exist either in this
Unity, and at the same time you and them exist having also a soul and Spirit.
So, it is necessary to love everyone despite the differences of the personality. Love integrates.
Love never excludes. When there is exclusion, there is lacking of Love because there is fear, but
we have already developed all that several times. Simply from now on, you are going to live it in
a more forceful, in a more direct way. That is to say you are going to receive the punch you send
to your own face, and that will cause a bad feeling to the person but not the Heart. That is to say
you will see really what you Are. This is part of what the Source has called the Oath and the
Promise. That is part of the return of Christ and Mary. All that is really a convergence towards a
precise point which is this last Reversion, I would say.
I profit from this intervention to pay your attention to something very important. Often during
our exchanges all these years and with different participants -in any case those who were
presenting some temporal notions (if you have observed them)- the Elders have never
expressed anything with regard to your time linearity. I had given elements and often you
noticed these elements were not always in the apparent place where they were situated.
Because maybe you were not living it or you didn´t see the things coming in that moment. But
there, I remit you to the most important lessons which are: the Faith, the Hope and the Charity.
Not in the waiting of something but with this question: has your Faith been shaken by anything
that happened outwardly or not? did you turn round when something written didn´t come?
What did you do in that moment? Have you persevered in what you really Are? Have you exactly
gone out of the time linearity or you have sunk in this time linearity to reject what is there now?
So this is not the story of the carrot and the cane either. It is truly the principle of the Faith, the
Hope and the Charity.
Because you know very well that the one who discovers and lives the Being: what happens then
in the exterior life or also called the manifest life? But now all that belongs to the past (between
quotation marks). And so, it means the death because here, now, there is a convergence. And
this convergence -perhaps you live it- is located at all the levels of your being, of your cells, of
the family and the society, of the countries, of the entire Earth and also of this solar system. You
are in this moment of convergence. We can say grouping, unification, passage through the eye
of the needle too. Nobody can penetrate the Father´s Kingdom if he doesn´t become like a child.
Does a child judge any person? It is up to you to decide. This is what I wanted to add to this
question. Do you have other questions?
There are no more questions. We thank you.

Then, let's see. It is very good, there are less and less questions. It is perfect thus. Then, I have
explained through different Channels a certain number of events these last ten days. You have
Maria also, you have the beloved Sister Yvonne of Malestroit, they have expressed several
things. You have the aged commander (called Orionis) as well. The important thing now is
making this return to the Being impelled by the last impulsion of Christ, and this is a cleaning.
But it doesn´t mean: "oh, I have a shade here, I have a suffering of the past there". No, it is to
see all that, to receive all that within your Heart-Christ because all that, as Christ said, will be
definitely burned, consumed by the Fire of Love.
But for that, it is necessary to see. It is necessary to accept seeing yourself. There is no error,
even the one who could rage today or could show a principle of division, he only will express his
own inner suffering. And if you see in this way, you do not have neither to condemn nor to
judge anybody but only just to receive them within your Heart. Your Heart is sufficiently big to
receive the whole creation, the whole of problems, the whole of the bad boys. Have you seen
them? Once you have seen them, what do you do? Do you throw them? No, you transmute
them, not using the will or through a desire but through the Love-Christ. You don´t have to carry
out, to make anything, only just Being and then it is done by itself. It is a dynamics which
includes also the going and return of Love. Love is a respiration. It is an ardent Fire which
expands, which breathes, which lives. This is what you Are. Life cannot exclude life. Without
that, it is not Life any more, it is a reclusion. Now you have enough support of Vibrations, of
transformations, of consciousness in order to be totally that. You are helped. By Mary, by Christ,
by us. There is your Heart which you have found. You have the Wave of life which has liberated
you, you have the Marial Mantle. When you live that, why do you still want to separate, to
divide or remove anything?
If you make the experience of a bad boy who comes to see you, even if he is the chief of the bad
boys. What do you think they can do? What can the big bad boys do against Love? Absolutely
nothing because Love is indestructible. What is destructible is your own resistance to Love. And
it will be always present in your life, especially now. And it will place what comes to block your
Love right in front of the nose. This is not a judgment, it is not a condemnation. It is only enough
to see it, to agree with it, to receive it. And the fruits will be countless because Grace will be
multiplied hundredfold.
Love, love everything. Not like a will to project a human passion or a personal love. But love as
Love does, that is to say receiving, vivifying, without driving back anybody. This is not a
challenge but it will be your experience everyday. Because you see well the human being, even
the one who is more, as you say, in the ego always saying "me, me, me" regarding the
possessions either material possessions, affective, social possessions or others. When a
traumatic event arrives then the previous balance is broken. You have these beings who come
back to Love. Because Love is inscribed within the human being even if he is not expressing it
and even if his behavior perhaps can be diametrically opposed. We all have said: the fear or
Love. It cannot be otherwise. If it seems to you that Love is missing in what you receive from
someone or a relation, then wonder how you Love yourself. Because the one who is really living

Christ, he can grumble certainly, he can slap but: does it make cloudy the Love expressed when
he slaps? No way. It is always the ego that will react.
But the one who is in reception of Love, never (even in a violent moment) will be able to turn
aside of what you Are. It´s here. Learn to be your own guru, your own Master as our oriental
friends would say. As I told you in my time we spoke about Masters. Today you are all the
Masters but not in the sense of a superiority or an acquisition of the esoteric, energetic or
spiritual knowledge, but in the sense of purity within your Heart. This is the challenge today
during these very brief times before the big blow.
So if you do not have other questions… a last turn… well, it is perfect. Then I transmit all my
blessings and remember whichever it is the intensity of your experiencies between you, but also
with us and between us, allow them to come, receive them. If you are in Silence, if you remain
calmed, if you remain humble, if you don´t try to intellectualize, to put words, you will see you
are in this communion. And in this communication, as Mary already said, the important thing is
the communion itself. If you are going to reflect later in your brain to find a meaning, this is not
the purpose. This is truly to be lived. Because in this communion you find everything. This is
what Christ comes to do. He comes to marry you, like Maria, like all us, like all you between you.
Then regroup, not perhaps physically because you have Brothers and Sisters who live on the
other side of the ocean, but receive them in a communion. What does it mean? In the past, it
was perhaps to call someone in order to draw the attention and the consciousness at the same
time. But today when you go out of the time, if there is someone who has betrayed you, who
has harmed you today, yesterday or in another life, place them within your Heart, in the Grace.
Because when you put something in the Grace, you burn all the ties maintaining your
imprisonment. Because the resentment is karma as you say. Grace finishes the karma. And
Grace is Love, that is to say to receive the totality of the created and uncreated life within your
Heart. There is enough place for that and even for much more.
So here, my dear friends, I transmit all my Love to you and say: “have good vibes” and also
"have good Grace!". Settle in this Grace. What are you waiting for? Of what are you afraid? You
are called increasingly to the Light. And you know very well when you disappear in the Light -or
you are in your Light Body, in the Infinite Presence or in the Absoluteness- when you return and
you land again then you are entirely here and see the fruits. If you resist you will feel bad. Lean
on us. Lean on your Heart. Lean on all the Brothers and Sisters. And especially even lean on your
enemies not to trample on them, but to put them in the same level than you, in the Grace. This
is what I had to say. And now: enjoy very much and see you soon!
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